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libido of the child flows into things; in this way he gains
the world, then by degrees loses himself in the world
(to use the language of religion) through a gradual over-
valuation of things. Whence arises the dependence upon
things, entailing the necessity of sacrifice, z.e. the drawing
away of libido, the severance of ties. This is the way
by which the intuitive doctrine of the religious system
attempts to re-assemble the wasted energy; indeed, this
harvesting-process is actually represented in its symbols.
The overvaluation of the object, as contrasted with the
inferiority of the subject, results in a retrogressive current
which would bring the libido quite naturally back to
the subject, were it not for the obstructing power of
consciousness.
Everywhere with the primitives we find religious
practice harmonizing with Nature, since the primitive is
able to follow his instinct without difficulty, first in one
direction and then in another. The practice of religion
enables him to recreate the needful magic force, or to
recover the soul that was lost during the night.
The objective of the great religions is contained in
the injunction 'not of this world', which suggests the
inward subjective movement of the libido into the un-
conscious. The general withdrawing and introversion of
the libido creates an unconscious libido-concentration,
which is symbolized as a * treasure', as in the Parables
of the "costly pearl" and the "treasure in the field".
Eckehart also uses the latter allegory, which he interprets
in the following way: "The Kingdom of Heaven is like
unto a treasure which is hid in a < field, saith Christ This
field is the soul—wherein the treasure of the Kingdom
of God lieth hidden. In the soul, therefore, are God and
all creatures blessed."1 This interpretation agrees with
our psychological principles. The soul is the personifica-
i Bttttner, I.e., vol. ii, p. 195.

